
Big Ear Challenge 2020 
 
Listen to music every day! 
 
All children learn to speak their native language by listening and imitating what they 
hear.  Your child is learning to play an instrument the same way.  While the language 
environment happens all by itself, the musical one must be created.  Surround your child 
with beautiful music.  Listening to music will inspire him and create the desire to learn to 
play the instrument. 
 
Let’s start the year off by revving up our listening.  Beginning on Sept. 1st, we will be 
holding the  ‘Big Ear Challenge’.  The goal is to listen to the Suzuki recording every day. 
Have your child keep track of how many times she listens to the Suzuki recording on the 
Big Ear Calendar. Play other recordings and keep a record of what you’ve listened to. 
The challenge will run through September 30th. There are many ways to listen. Include 
them all in your routine. 
 
Passive Listening:  Play the recording of the pieces that your child is working on. Put it 
on in the car, during a meal or during playtime. You will be amazed at how much will be 
absorbed. 
 
Active Listening:  Listen and note specific details about the music. 
 
For example: 

-Listen to a piece just before you work on it  
-Learn the names and composers of the pieces. 
-Play a track or a small part of one, stop the recording and then sing it. 
-Tap or march the beat as you listen. 
-Count and name the phrases.  If they are the same, give them the same name. 
  For example: Allegro AABA 
-Students who are reading will benefit from following along in the printed music. 
 

 
Inspirational Listening:  Listen to music of different styles played by the world’s great 
string players to inspire yourself and your child.   
 
Here are some recommendations: 
 

 A more advanced level Suzuki recording to get an idea of where you are headed 
 Mozart Violin Concertos in A, D or G 
 Bach Concerto in d minor for Two Violins  
 Encore - Midori plays various short pieces. 
 Masters of the Bow - a collection of short pieces played by various artists   
 The Voice of the Violin - Joshua Bell plays slow arias on his Stradivarius 
 Fire & Grace - Traditional Scottish music played by Alasdair Fraser and  

cellist Natalie Haas  


